
Baptist Pastor Jailed During ‘Drag Queen
Story Hour,’ SWAT Team Snipers Positioned
Atop Library Roof

written by GEG | June 23, 2019

A Baptist pastor, Afhsin Yaghtin, was arrested and jailed after refusing to move across
the street from the public library while exercising his right to free speech against a
“Drag Queen Story Hour.” There was a strong police presence, including snipers on the
rooftop.
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The leaders in Ireland plan to use tax hikes, bans on fuel, and red tape to enact a new
climate program that includes a scheme to force people out of their cars to reduce
carbon emissions to zero by 2050.

Tucker Carlson Warns Republicans that the
Koch Brothers Support Open Borders and
Censorship of Conservatives
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Tucker Carlson says that the Republican Party seems out of sync with conservative voters
because the Koch brothers, major funders of the GOP, actually oppose most conservative
policy goals. The Koch brothers support open borders. And they have now joined the left-
wing campaign against free speech.
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New York Law Gives Illegal Aliens the
Ability to Vote After Obtaining Driver’s
License
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The New York state law that allows the 725,000 illegal aliens to obtain driver’s
licenses when they are of age is supported by state Democrats and the big business
lobby.

Socialist Bernie Sanders, and 10 Other
Candidates, Call for Taxpayer-Funded
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Presidential candidate Bernie Sanders, a socialist, vowed to “organize the American
people” to support his Medicare for All plan that would cover the nearly 11 million
illegal aliens.


